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Abstract 
In this paper we present a certain collocation method for the numerical solution of a class of boundary integral equations 
of the first kind with logarithmic kernel as principle part. The transformation f the boundary value problem into boundary 
singular integral equation of the first kind via single-layer potential is discussed. A discretization and error representation 
for the numerical solution of boundary integral equations has been given. Quadrature formulae have been proposed and 
the error arising due to the quadrature formulae used has been estimated. The convergence of the solution with respect 
to the proposed numerical algorithm is shown and finally some numerical results have been presented. 
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1. The boundary value problem 
In recent years there has been an increased effort to apply the method of integral equations to 
obtain numerical solutions of boundary value problems for partial differential equations. A large 
class of two-dimensional elliptic boundary value problems can be reduced to integral equations of 
the first kind with logarithmic kernels as principle part on the boundary. Equations of this kind 
arise in various applications such as conformal mapping [12,22], plane boundary value problems in 
accoustics [18], elasticity [5, 9-11, 13] as well as in electrostatics [8]. The collocation and Galerkin 
methods for solving integral equations of the first kind have been used numerically by many authors, 
e.g., [3,4, 6, 7, 13-16,20, 21]. In this section we devote our attention only to the two-dimensional 
Dirichlet boundary value problem for the Laplace equation. We discuss here only the very special 
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boundary value problem 
Au(x) = 0, x ~ O(t2 c) C ~2, 
u(x)=f(x), xE~f2, (1.1) 
where points in the plane are denoted by x= (Xl,X2)E R 2 and f2 is a bounded "regular" domain of 
~2 with smooth boundary 0f2. Here f2 c denotes the exterior of (2. In the case of the exterior problem 
we must append to (1.1) the following condition at infinity: 
u(x)=gloglxl +O(1) as Ixl 8c , (1.2) 
to be sure of the uniqueness of the solution. 
2. The simple layer representation 
The classical way of solving (1.1) using integral equations consists in using a simple layer repre- 
sentation. We seek a density tr defined on t3f2 such that the solution u of (1.1) can be represented 
as 
u(x) = f~ a(y) log Ix - Yl dSy; x E •2, 
where S denotes arc length. 
Classical potential theory tells us that we have 
where t3/On is the outward normal derivative to 0f2. 
On satisfying the boundary condition in (1.1), the problem is now reduced to the following 
boundary integral equation 
f~o a(y) log Ix - Yl = f(x), x E 8f2. (2.1) dSy 
Eq. (2.1) may not possess a solution. On the other hand, to guarantee uniqueness of solution, the 
appropriate quations to consider here turn out to be [14] 
Ltr(y)log,x-YIdSy= f(x)+co, La(y)dSy=B, x, yE~I2. (2.2) 
In (2.2), f(x) is a given function on ~3f2 and B E ~ a given constant. Here tr(y) and co are the 
unknowns, where tr(y) is a function on dr2 and ~ E ~ is a real constant. Having determined tr and 
co from (2.2), the function 
u(x) = fo  log Ix - ylo-(y) dSy - 
yields the solution of (1.1) in f2 and (1.1) and (1.2) in f2 c. 
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Before presenting our method, let us first state some basic mathematical properties for (2.2). 
Throughout the paper, we suppose that s is real and we denote by Hs(Of2) the Sobolev spaces as 
well as their interpolation spaces on ~2 for noninteger s (see e.g., [17, p. 34 ft.]). 
If [z] stands for the greatest intger ~<z, then for sufficiently smooth boundary ~f2 E C [3+Is-Ill, s E ~, 
the following theorem from [15, 16], regarding existance and uniqueness, holds in the Sobolev spaces 
H~(~3f2), s E ~: 
Theorem 2.1. For every ( f ,B )EH~(Of2)×~,  there exists for (2.2) a unique solution (o-,09) 
EH~-I(Of2) x ~; sE ~. 
In order to simplify the numerical treatment of (2.2), we introduce the following parametric 
representation f Of 2: 
af2 : y=y( t ) ,  O<~t<<,T. 
Using this parametric representation, we rewrite (2.2) in the form 
/0 /0 g(s, t)#(t) dt = 7@) + o), #(t) dt = B, (2.3) 
where 
#(t) := ~r(y(t))LF(t)l , 7(s) := f (y(s)) ,  K(s, t):= log ly(s) -y ( t ) l .  (2.4) 
3. Discrete equations and error representation 
Let /t j=#(tj) ,  7j----7(tj), t j=jh,  h=T/N,  j= l  . . . .  ,N. Eq. (2.3) at the grid points t=t j  has to 
be replaced by 
N 
PiPi q- h E c~jK(ti, j ) (p j  -- ].ti) = 7i ~- (1) -- Ri[#],  i = 1 , . . .  ,N,  
j=l 
J5 ~i (3.1) 
N 
h = - RN+  
j=l 
where 
T N 
Ri[p] = f0 [/t(t) - It(ti)]K(ti, t ldt  - h Z ~jK(ti, tj)(# j - #i), i=  1,2,...N, 
j=l 
J~ (3.2) 
T N 
RN+1[#] = f0 #(t)dt - hZ~j#j ,  
j=l 
and a s denotes the weighting function of ~e quadrature and 
~0 T Pi := K(ti, t) dt. 
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With the abbreviation: 
aN+l,j =h~j, ai, N+l = -- 1, ~N+I,N+I =0,  
N 
7N+I=B, ai i=Pi -h~-~o~jgi j  and aij=h~jKij, 
j=l 
the system (3.1) can be written as 
N+I 
~-~aijlAj=~i -- R~[/~], i=  1,. . . ,N + 1. 
j=l 
Hence, the approximate solution ~ of (3.3) is defined by 
N+I 
~-~aij~.=~/i, i=  1 , . . . ,N+ 1. 
j=l 
Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) give the estimates 
N+I 
~_,aij(~j - I~j)=Ri[l~], i= I , . . . ,N+ 1. 
j=l 
In matrix form (3.4) may be written as 
Kij =K(ti, tj), ~N+l =a~, 
i ¢ j, i , j=  l ,2, . . . ,N,  
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
A ~< = II~lloo, 
(3.7) 
where A := det(Ah) and /kij is the cofactor of a o in det(A~). 
IIA£-'vllo~ = I1~11oo =
/~ =A~-I~. 
Hence 
max I~il = { max 
1 <~i<<.N+l 1 <~i<~N+l 
Ah/~=V, (3.6) 
where Ah =(a  0) is the (N+ 1) x (N+ 1) matrix operator, /~ = (/~1, /~2,...,k~N, c3) r and V=(~q,V2,..., 
VN, B)r. 
Moreover, let us introduce the discrete maximum norm 
II~llo~ := max I~1- 
1 <~j<~N+I 
Therefore the corresponding matrix norm IIAhll~ may be written as 
N+I 
IIAhll~:= max ~--]~la01. 
1 <<.i<~N+l 
j=l 
Now, if Ah = (aij) is non-singular, from (3.6) we have 
Let 
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CN ~ max 
1 ~<i~<N+I I/~l ' 
hence (3.7) implies that IIA   <CN. According to [1,2], we can prove the following asymptotic 
behaviour 
cN = O(h (3.8) 
Using the above notations, Eq. (3.5) implies that 
II~-- # l l °°~CN{ l~i~N+lmax IR/[/~]I}. (3.9) 
In the next section we give in the H61der space C3,~[0, T], 0 < ~ < 1, an error estimation for the 
term Ri[/~] in (3.9). For this reason, let us, for any interval I, introduce here both spaces cm[I] 
and cm'~[I] as well as their corresponding norms, respectively (in what follows k and m are integer 
numbers): 
The space cm[I] is defined by 
E c[q,  O<~k<~m}, 
and its corresponding norm is given by 
]](9[[c,,tIl = max sup ]~b~k)(x)l. (3.10) 
O~k~m xEl 
The space C~'~[I] is defined by 
{4~(x)14~(x) E cm[1]; 14~k)(x) - ~b<k)(y)l <~LIx - yl~}, 
where 0 < ~ < 1; 0 ~< k ~< m; x, y E/, and L > 0, is a given constant. 
The corresponding norm of cm'~[I] is defined as 
I~b(k)(x) - q~(k)(Y)l (3.11 ) II llc',=t,l--Ilq llcmtzl + O~k~ramax x.yEISUp ix _ y]~ 
x4y 
Both spaces with their corresponding norms constitute Banach spaces and we have for all m E No 
and 0</~<0c< 1
cm'~[I] C cm'#[I] C C"[I]. 
Based on the classical results of Muskhelishivili [19] and [14, Theorem 3], the following theorem 
holds in the H61der spaces Cm'~[0, T] (see e.g. [2]): 
Theorem 3.1. For every (7,B)E cm+l"[0, T] x ~, there exists for (2.3) a unique solution (#,o9)E 
C"'[0,  T] x ff~; mENo, 0<~<1.  
Remark. Generally speaking, both spaces C"[I] and C",'[I] are not considered as spaces of periodic 
functions except in Theorem 3.1. 
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4. Error estimation and eonsistanee 
In the quadrant 0 ~<s, t ~< T, the kernel K(s, t) in (2.4) is not only singular along the diagonal s = t 
but it may also possess a singularity at both corner points (O,T) and (T,0), respectively. Hence, 
because of the periodic nature of #(t) and K(s, t) in (2.4), we transform the interval of  integration 
[0, T] into [-T/2, T/2]. Under such a transformation, the kernel K(s,t) in (2.4) will depend only 
on one variable which in turn will simplify the evaluation of  the error estimation. 
Let 
I[#] = [#(t) - p(s)]K(s, t) dt. 
Under the above assumptions, we have 
I[#] [p(t) #(s)]K(s, t) dt r /2+s  [ = - = [#(t) - #(s)]K(s, t) dt 
,1 - -  T /2  +s  
IT/2 = [#( t+s) -#(s ) ]K (s , t+s)dt .  (4.1) 
,1 - r/2 
Now, define 
#(t +ti)=#,(t)  and K(t~,t +ti)=Ki(t), 
and note that #(t i )=#i(0) .  Hence, at s= ti we may, on using (4.1), define 
fr/2 
Ii[#] :=  [#i(t) -/&(0)]K~(t) dt, 1 <<.i~N. (4.2) 
,1 - -  T /  2 
Using (4.1), (4.2), the error terms in (3.2) may be rewritten as 
Ri[#] : Ii[#] -- G={[p~(t) - #i(O)]Ki(t)}, 1 ~i<.N, 
f T/2 (4.3) 
RN+~ [#] = a-r/2 #(t) dt - a={p(t)}. 
where G= denotes the quadrature formula used to approximate the integral and the index zc represents 
the partition used to subdivide the interval [ -T/2,  T/2]. From (2.4), we have 
K(s, t) = log [y(s) - y(t)l  = log Is - t I + log 
K(s, t) = log Is - tl + b(s, t), 
where 
[y(s) - y(t)l  
b(s, t) = log [s - t I 
The above notation leads to 
Ki(t) =K(ti, t + t~) = log Itl + b~(t), 
I.v(s) - y(t)[ 
Is - t I 
(4 .4 )  
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where 
bi(t)-~b(t~,t+t~)= log [.1)(t~ +Ot) I, [01 < 1. 
Substituting (4.4) in the first equation of (4.3), we can decompose the error term R~[~] into two 
terms R][p] and R2[#] such that 
Ri[IA] =R~[#] +RE[#], 1 <<.i<<.N, (4.5) 
with 
fr/2 
R][p] = a_T/z[pi(t  ) -- #i(0)] log It[ dt - G~{[#g(t) - #i(0)] log Itl}, (4.6) 
R~[~]  = j_r/2[~(t) - ~(0) ]b i ( t )d t  - G~{[ .~( t )  - ~ i (0 ) ]b~( t )} .  (4 .7 )  
To obtain a bound for the error term Ri[#] in (4.5), we need first to prove the following lemma 
which gives a bound for the error results by approximating an integral of a given function belonging 
to the class of HSlder spaces C 3,~, 0 < c~ < 1. 
Lemma 4.1. Let • ~ C3,~[to, tl], 0 < ~ < 1; ~!~):= crp(~)(tj) and ~ := ~(o). Moreover, let 
3 1 
~(t) = Z ~.V (t -- t° f q~(oV) -+- qbR(t)" 
v=O 
Hence, if 
So t' h h2 [ Ij)( 1 ) R[q~]= ~( t )d t_5[~l+~o]+] .~t  1 _~1)] ,  h=t l - to ,  
then the following bound holds 
IR[~]l < ~h4+~ll~llc3,[to,t,~. 
Proof. From (4.8) we obtain 
~(1)(t) = 4(01) ~- (t -- t0)~ 2) + ½(t -- t0)2~ 3) + ~(R1)(t), 
• ~2~(t) = #o 2~ + (t - to)#o 3~ + ~2~(t), 
• ~3)(t) = ~3) + ~( t ) ,  
and therefore 
vR(to) = v]~)(to) = v]2)(to) = v~)(to) = o. 
From (4.1 l) and the assumption that qb E C3'~[to, h], we obtain 
1~(3~(t)1- I~( t ) -  ~3~(to)l 
< II~llc~tto,,,], I t - to?  It-to? 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
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and hence 
[ 4~3)(t)1 ~< II~llc3.~t,o.,,]lt - to[ ~. 
Because of (4.12) the following identity holds 
f,0'  ~2)(t) = 3)(¢) d~. 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
Substituting (4.13) in (4.14) and integrating, we can show that for every t, namely t/> to or t ~< to, 
the following inequality holds for all t 
1 toll+~ 1~2)(t)l < ~ I1¢'11o .0,t,]lt - • (4 .15)  
Analogously, we can show that the following holds for all t 
1 
I¢'~')(t)l ~< (1 + a)(2 + =) II~llo..o.,,]lt - tol 2+=, (4.16) 
1 
[4~(t)l ~ (1 + ~)(2 + o0(3 + ct)II¢'llc~"['°'"]lt - t°]3+" (4.17) 
Integrating the last inequality over I :--= [to, tl] yields 
fro t, 1 14~(t)[ dt~< (1 + ct)(2 + ~)(3 + cOO + ~)II~[[c3~tt°'t'jh4+~'" (4.18) 
From (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain 
t, h h (1~ 
R[~] = q~c(t) d t -  5 [~(t,  ) + q~(to)] + f~ [¢/i/~ (t,) - ~R(O(t0)]. 
Using (4.12)-(4.18), the following bound for the error term R[4~] may be obtained: 
~"  h h 2 
Ig[~]l ~< I4~(t)l dt + ~l'~(t,)l + ~l¢'~')(t,)l 
1 3 4+ct l ll4~llc3.~t/o,t,]h4+~ + ~ll~llc .0.,,]h + ~4ll4~[[c~.~tto,t,]h 4+~ 
I 4+~ -- ~h II~llo.0,,,j. 
Now consider the partition n of the interval [-7'/2, T/2] by the points of subdivision 
z:  - I" /2 = t_p < t_p+l < . . .  < tp_l < tp = T/2, (4.19) 
with 
1 t j= jh ,  h= T/2p and p=iN .  
Here N has been assumed to be an even positive integer. 
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Moreover, let • E C3'~[tj, tj+l], 0 < ~ < 1 and 
h • hE rq~O) _ 0)0], h = tg+l - tj. (4.20) RIO] = It'+' q)(t)dt - ~[ 7+, + ~]  + ]-~t j+, 
,'t~ 
Therefore, due to Lemma 4.1, we obtain for the error term R[q)] over the subinterval [tj, tj+l] the 
error bound 
Ie[o]l ~< -~h4+= [I OIIc,,,t,~,,,+, ]. (4.21) 
Now, let 
h 
G,~{O(t)} = ~[Op 
p- - I  
h2 I~ O) (bO)l (4.22) +~_p]+h ~ ~k- ]5 ,  p - . _ , j .  
k = - -p+l  
Hence, on using (4.20) and summing from j = - p to j -- p - 1, we obtain for the error term 
R[O] = O(t)dt - a~{o(t)}, (4.23) 
l--p 
which results from approximating the integral fr._/~20(t)dt by the quadrature formula G~{O(t)} 
given in (4.22), the error bound 
1 3+ct IR[O]I ~< ~Th II~llc~,t-~/~,~/~]. (4.24) 
Consequently, for any regular function q,(t), which does not contain singularities in [-T/2, T/2] 
and for which q)E C3"~[-T/2, T/2], 0 < 0~ < 1, we obtain on replacing the integral f_r~20(t)dt by 
the quadrature formula G~{O(t)} defined in (4.22) an error bound estimation similar to that given 
in (4.24). 
Before we present our main theorem regarding a bound estimation for the error terms in (4.3) we 
first prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let I~ C C3'~[I], 0 < ~ < 1; I := [-T/2, T/2]. Moreover, let 
3 
v~o 1 .v (~) p(t )= = ~t  I~ o + 7(t), (4.25) 
Hence, i f  we define 
1. (2),2 log Itl + ((t), (4.26) ~(t)  := ~o t 
~(t) := V(t)log It[. (4.27) 
Then for all k = O, 1,2, 3 and for all 0 < [3 < ~ < 1 the followin9 estimations hold: 
1 
[T(k)(t)[ ~< (3 -- k)-----~. [[IA[[C3"~[II[t[3+~-k' (4.28) 
<~' Ilullc,<,~ltl 3+'-a-k. (4.29) I~k>(t)l ~ (3 - k)-----~. 
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Moreover, for every f ixed t* with 0 < t* <. t <. T/2 or - T/2 <<. t<<. t* < 0 and for all 0 < fl < ~ < 1, 
we have 
1 
I ~(k)(t)l ~< % I1~11o ~t/j It*l' (4.30) 
Furthermore, for every f ixed t* with 0 < t* ~z  < z' <<.T/2 or -T/2<<.z' < z~<t* < 0 and for all 
0 <fl <~ < 1, we have 
' )  - ~<%ll/~[[o w I 1 It--; -- ~[-z it, i 1_~, (4.31 ) 
I,e(k~(~') - 7,(k~(~)l 1 
[z, _ .c]~ ~< Cgall#Ho.,tl I i t ,  ll+ =, (4.32) 
where cgl, cg2, cg3 and cg4 are 9iven positive constants which do not depend on h and whose values 
couM be exactly evaluated ependin9 on the boundary. 
Proof. Since/~ E C3'~[I], we have 
l t2,  (2) 1t3, (3) [#(t) - / t (O)]  =t/.t~l) q- $. t*o Jr- g° ~'o -1- 7(t), (4.33) 
where ?(t) = O(t3+~). 
From (4.33) it follows that 
1 ¢2, (3) ~O)(t)=#~l) + t#(02) -t- $. ~0 -Jr- YO)(t), 
/t(2)(t) =/t~ 2) + t/~ 3) + y(2)(t), (4.34) 
Ft(3)(t) = ]2~ 3) -~- ~(3)(t), 
and hence 
= Yo =0,  (4.35) 
where 
d k 
y(o k) := dtk?(t)l,=o. 
Now, if in Lemma 4.1, we replace • by # and q~R by ~, we obtain from (4.13), (4.15)-(4.17) 
after substituting to = 0, the estimation given in (4.28). 
Analogously, by differentiating (4.27) and using the fact that 
¢0 = ¢~1)= ¢~2) = ff~3) = 0, 
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we can show with the help of (4.28) that the following estimations for the function ~ in (4.27) hold 
for all O<f l<~< 1. 
1 
I~(t)[ ~< ~ IIl~l[c~[l]]tl 3+~-#~g~, 
1 
K~)(t)l ~ ~ II~llc~ ~tzl Itl2+=-#c~l, (4.36) 
1~(3)(t)l ~< II~llc, v~ltl=-e~,, 
where c#~ is a positive constant given by 
% := max{ltlal In Itll + ~ltl#}. (4.37) 
Consequently, for all k = O, 1,2, 3 and 0 < fl < ~ < 1 the estimation (4.29) holds. 
From (4.26) we obtain 
1 ,,(2),, ~(1)  7t(1)(t) =/t(o2)t log Itl + ~.o - + 
tl~(2)(t) = ,/2g 2) log Itl + 3~g2~ + ~¢2), (4.38) 
~e¢~(t) = ,  ¢2)1 ;.% 
~'o t + 
and therefore for every fixed t* with O<t*<.t<~T/2 or -T/2<.t<.t* <0,  and for all O<f l< 
< 1, we obtain 
17'(t)l 4 ~ Ilullc, v~, 
1 
[ ~'(z)(t)l ~< ~3 II~llc' =m It* I a' 
1 
I e~3)(t)l ~< ~411ullc~ ,t,l It*l' 
and consequently the estimation (4.30) holds, where 
~2 = max[J/~ It[, ~'2ltl, ~3ltl 1-a, ~4], 
and J~l, J~'z, ~3 and ~/4 are such that 
= 1 , Itl,+=)], 5% max[ltl2-#(1 +
1 1 it12+=-a~l], d4  = max[It log It l l+ ~ltl + 
= max[I Itlelog Itll + 31tla + ItlZ+=~], 
~4 = max[1 + Itl~+=-#%]. 
te l  
(4.39) 
(4.40) 
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We obtain from (4.27) 
~(3)(t) : f q- m, 
where 
E(t) ----- y(3)(t) log It[, 
2 m(t)= ~y(2)(t) -- -~y(l)(t) + -~y(t). 
From (4.42), we get 
d(r')  - d(z) = 7(3)(Q[log I~'1 - log I~1] + [~(3)(~,) _ ~(3)(T)] log Iz'l. 
Now, from (4.28) and the fact that 
~)(3)(.~J) __ ~(3)(~) =/.~(3)(T,' ) __ ]2(3)(T), 
it follows that for every fixed t* with O < t*~< z < z'~< T/2 
I~(V')lv,_- l =g(v)l ~ ~a, ii/~ iic3 ~t, 1it, i,_=, 
where d¢5 is a constant given by 
.///5 = max Iz' - zl 1-" + max[ltl'-~l log Itll], I* := [t*, T/2]. 
z,~+EI * te l  
~T  t 
From (4.28) and (4.43), we obtain 
1 
Im(t)(t)l ~< 1411/~11c~ ,t,l itl~_ ~- 
On the other hand, for every r < z' we have 
Im(T') - m(v)l  ~< Iv' - vl max Im~)(~)l,  
and with (4.45) we obtain 
,m(z')-m(~), { i~l_~ } iv ' _ zl" ~< Iv' - zl 1-" ~<¢~<~'max 1411/~11c~.wl • 
Hence for every fixed t* with 0 < t*<~ z < z'<<. T/2, we get 
Im(z')lz, _- v[ ~m(z)l ~<~611~11c~ wl it.1,_~,[ 
where 
M6 = 14 max Iv' - z[ l-~, I = [t*, T/2]. 
~, 3' El* 
(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
(4.44) 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
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From (4.41) we obtain 
1~(3) ( ' c t )  - -  ~(3) ( 'C )1  Ibe('ct) -- ~(V)I Im(v') -- m(v)l 
+ 
I~ ' -~1 ~ I~ ' -~1 • I z ' -~ l  ~ ' 
and consequently from (4.44) and (4.46) we get 
l~(3)('r ) -- ~(3)('C)[ 1 
I ~' - zl" ~ J/7ll~llc~'~t/l It*] l-~' 
where 
• ///7 = ~t'5 + .//¢6 = 15 max Iz' - ~1 '-~ + max[It l l -=l log Itlll. 
Z,,t E l * 
Obviously it is true that for all z < z' and k = O, 1,2: 
i~(~)(, ,) C(~)(r)I < I~' - rl ~-~ max I~(k+')(~)l, 
I~' - ~1 ~ ~-<¢-<~' 
which on using (4.29) leads for all z < z'~< T/2 and for all k=O,  1,2: 
I~(k)(~') - ~(~)(~)l 
I~' - *1 = < ~¢~11,,11c, v~,  
where 
• - / / /8  - -  - -  (3~k),(maxl'd-zl~-~)(maxlt[3+'-a-k) k te l  
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
z #z I 
Now, from (4.47) and (4.48), we obtain for every fixed t* with 0 < t* ~<z < r'<<.T/2 and for all 
k = 0, 1,2, 3 the estimation given in (4.31), where 
% = max[J//7, Itl ~-=~'s]. (4.49) 
Analogously, for all z < z' and k = 0, 1,2, we have 
ir ' _ zl ~ ~< Iz' - "c[ ~-~ ~¢~'max I~(k+')(~) I, 
which on using (4.39) yields for every fixed t* with 0 < t* ~<r <-c' <~T/2 and for all 0 </~ < ~ < 1: 
I ' e (~ ' ) -  ~'(~)1 
-<.gglll*llc3 =t,], 
I~ ' -  zl ~ 
I ~P(l)(v ') - ~(l)(z)l 1 
I~' - *1 ~ ~< J/~0 II/~11c3 ~t/l it ,  la, (4.50) 
1 
I ~"~(r')  - ~e(z)(~)l -< ~1~ II~llc~,til It*J 
I z ' -  ~1 ~ 
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where 
,////9 =,.//'/2 max 1~'-~1 '-~, 
-C,-Cl (E 1 * 
,C~-C t 
d//lo = ~/3 max I ¢ -  zl '-~, 
T,.Ct E [ * 
~,  =J  Z4 max I~'-zl '-~. 
Z,Z E l*  
z~T t 
The last equation in (4.38) yields for all z < z' 
l~(3)(.c,) _ ~]ff(3)(~)[ (2) 1 , l~(3)(-c ') - ~(3)(O I 
On the other hand, if we define Z(x, y)  to be such that 
1 
Z(x, y )= - -  (x - y)l-~, 0 < ~ <1, 
xy 
we can show that for every fixed t* with O<t*<<.y<x<<.T/2 or -T/2<~x<y<~t* <0:  
Iz(x, Y)I ~< - -  
It, ll+~ "
(4.51) 
Consequently, we obtain from (4.47) and (4.51) 
I ~(3)(~ ') - ~(3)(w)[ 1 
-  211pllc3 it, l ,+=, (4,52) 
where 
~12 = 1 + "/~7 max t 2~. 
te l  
Obviously from (4.50) and (4.52) the estimation (4.32) holds for every fixed t* with 0 < t*~< 
z < z' <<. T/2 or - T/2 ~< z' < z ~< t* < 0 and for all 0 < ~ < 1 and k = 0, 1,2, 3, where 
%= max[~gltl '+L ~0l t l  l+=-a, ~ l l t l  =, M~z]. (4.53) 
We are now in a position to prove our main theorem regarding a bound estimation for the error 
terms in (4.3): 
Theorem 4.1. Let 12EC3'C~[I],  O<~ < l ; I :=[ -T /2 ,  T/2]. Moreoever, let Ri[#] for all l <<.i<~ 
N + 1 have the representation (4.3) and (4.5). I f  the approximation G~{,} in the Ri[p] repre- 
sentation is replaced by a formula similar to the one given in (4.9), then there exists a positive 
constant cg independent of  h such that 
max [Ri[/~]l <~h3ll#[Ic3~[i]. (4.54) 
I <~i<~N+l 
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Proof. According to Lemma 4.1 and the analysis given above, we obtain for the error terms RN+I[]2] 
in (4.3) and R2[#], 1 <~i<~N in (4.7) the error bound estimations: 
and 
1 3+c¢ (4.55) 
and 
Now, with the notations (4.25),(4.26), it is true that 
1 . (3),3 [#(t) - p(0)] log Itl = ~') t  log It I + g~,0 , log [tl + ~u(t). (4.57) 
If for the purpose of simplicity, we temporarily drop the index i in the function #i on the right-hand 
side of (4.6), then with (4.57) we obtain for the error term R][#] in (4.6). 
fT /2  
~u(t) dt - G~{ T(t)}. (4.58) gl[~] = 3--1"/2 
Notice that the first two terms on the right-hand side of (4.57) are odd terms and therefore their 
values are identically zero when we integrate over the interval [-1"/2, 1/2]. 
To obtain an error bound for the term R][#] given in (4.58), we may rewrite R][#] as 
R][p] = Ei[#] + Q~[P], 1 <~i<~N, (4.59) 
which on using Lemma 4.1 and taking into consideration the partition ~ in (4.19) implies 
Eg[#] = e( t )d t  - ~[ j+l + ~] + 12,.j+ ~ - ~(~)] , (4.60) 
j at~ 
j~O,--I  
{f 2 } o h h (t) 
Q~[#] = ~(t )dt  - -  ~[~0 "q- ~f/--1] "71- "i~[~[/O - -  I~(11)] 
l- i  
+ ku( t )  d t  - ~[~/ l  ~- ~0] ~- ~[ ( / /~] )  - I//0(1)] • 
From (4.26) and (4.38) we get 
7t(t0) = 7t0)(t0) ---- 0, 
and hence 
t, h h2 (1) 
Q,[p] = ~(t )dt  - ~[tp, + 7t_,] + ]~[Tt; _ 7t_(')]. (4.61) 
max IRff[~]l ~ %h 3+~ 11~11c3 =t, 1, (4.56) l <~i <~N 
respectively. Here c~5 is a given positive constant which does not depend on h and whose value 
could be exactly evaluated epending on the boundary. 
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For the term Ei[p] in (4.60) we obtain the following estimation with the help of (4.21),(4.30) 
and (4.32): 
IE, MI  
p--I 
Z 
j= -p  
j#O,--1 
{~(\tj~t~tj+,max J//Zl3[lPllc~.~t, llt@l+~)h 4+~} 
1 = g~,3ll~llc3,~mh 4÷~ 
p--I 
~-'~ ~ max 1 } 
j=--p 
j¢O,-- 1 
P 1 
1 = gd/13]l/~[lf3.~[,lh 4+~. 2h -'-~ ~ j,+~ 
j=l 
3 = g~',3h [[/~llc3~t, 3 jig;- , 
j=l 
where 
~,3 = ~2 mtax Itl = + ~4. 
Obviously, we have 
P 1 fP  dx 1 
E ~ ~<1 + j, xl+'-- ~ --' 1 + -- 
j=l 
as  p ---* oo .  (4.62) 
Therefore 
IEi[~]l ~ J~14 h311~11c3 vl,  (4.63) 
where 
d///14 1 ( 1 ) = 3~13 1 + , 0<~< 1. (4.63) 
From (4.26) and (4.38) 
I . (2)7.2 kg(t±~) = ~t~0 n logh+~(±h) ,  tj=jh, 
l . (2 )h  ~(l)(t±l ) = q-Ft~2)h logh ± ~/~o n + ~O)(+h). 
Substituting these expressions and the expression for ~(t) in (4.61) leads to 
Q/[p] = Li[p] +J~[/~], 1 <~i<~N, (4.64) 
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where 
1 ,,(2) t 2 h 3 logh + 1] L,-[p] = 5~o log [tl dt - log h + -~-[2 , 
h 
J//[#] = ~(t) dt - ~[~(h) + ~(-h)] + [((1)(hi - ~(1)(-h)]. 
h 
The integral on the right-hand side of (4.65) can be evaluated explicitly and it leads to 
IL,[~]l~<~6h3llPllc~,tl], l<<.i<<.N. 
From (4.36) and (4.66), we obtain 
[J~[lql <~ ~%ll#llc~.~ti~ { /h_h ltl3+~-a dt + h(2h3+~-/~) + lh-~2 (6h2+~-#) } 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
(4.67) 
and hence 
½ elh4+'- ll,ll 3.], 1 (4.68) 
From (4.64), (4.67) and (4.68) we obtain 
IQ;[ ]l<<- lsh311 llc3.v], l<~i<<.N, (4.69) 
where 
1 1 l+~-fl Jtl5 = ~ + ~c~,(~T) • 
Obviously, we obtain from (4.59),(4.63) and (4.69) 
IR~ [p][ ~C~6h3ll~tlc3.~[1], 1 <<,i<~N, (4.70) 
where 
rg6 = ~#14 + d¢15. 
Finally, with (4.5),(4.55),(4.56) and (4.70) the estimation (4.54) holds, where 
] cg = max ,% +~6 • (4.71) 
For the case of # C C3[I], i.e. ~ = 0, all of the above executed estimations except only one remains 
valid, namely, the estimation (4.62) for the term E;[#]. For ~---0, the sequence (4.62) does not 
converge anymore. On the other hand, for ~ = 0, this sequence may be estimated by the function 
[logh[. Therefore, for ~=0,  the estimation (4.63) has to be replaced by 
[Ei[p]I ~< ½ ~a'~3 l log hlh 3 II llcv]. (4.72) 
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As an alternative to Theorem 4.1, the following is an obvious corollary 
Theorem 4.2. Let /~E C3[I]; 1:=[-T/2, T/2]. Moreover, let Ri[#] for all l <<.i<~N + 1 have the 
representation (4.3) and (4.5). Then, there exists a positive constant c£* independent of h such 
that 
max ]Ri[#]~<Cg*h3lloghlll/~llc3tzj. (4.73) 
1 <~i<<.N+l 
5. Convergence 
As a direct consequence of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, we are now in a position to establish the follow- 
ing theorems regarding the convergence of the solution of the discrete Eqs.(3.4) to the exact solution 
of the boundary singular integral Eq. (2.4). In all of the following theorems, f = ( f l , f2 , . . .  ,SIN, °5) T 
denotes the solution of the discrete Eqs. (3.4), while /~ = (P~,/~2,... ,/~N,O~) T denotes the solution of 
the system of boundary integral Eqs. (2.4) at the grid points. 
Theorem 5.1. Let # E C3'~[I], 0 < ~ < 1; I: = [-T/2, T/2]. Moreover, let the assumptions of 
Theorem 4.1 be satisfied. Hence, the linear system (3.4) of the collocation method has a unique 
solution f and the asymptotic error estimate 
l ip -  lh211 llc3=c,j, 
holds. Here c~1 is a given positive constant independent of h whose value couM be exactly evaluated 
depending on the boundary. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from (3.8), (3.9) and (4.54). 
Theorem 5.2. Let I~ E C3[I]; I: = [-T/2, T/2]. Moreover, let the assumption of Theorem 4.2 be 
satisfied. Hence, the linear system (3.4) of the collocation method has a unique solution f and the 
asymptotic error estimate 
Ill - ~11~ < C~2h2 [ loghlll~llc3tI], 
holds. Here 52 is a given positive constant independent of h. 
Proof. As in Theorem 5.1, the result follows immediately from (3.8),(3.9) and (4.73). 
Theorem 5.3. Let the right-hand side (7,B) of the system (2.3) belonging to the class C4'~[I] × 
~, 0 < ~ < 1; I :=  [-T/2, T/2]. Moreover, let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be satisfied. Hence, 
the linear system (3.4) of the collocation method has a unique solution f and it follows that 
l ip - v l  + IB[], 
where c~* is a given positive constant independent of h. 
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Proof. The proof of this theorem is an obvious consequence from Theorems 5.1 and 3.1. 
Subject o [2], we can prove, as a consequence of the special structure of the (N + 1 ) × (N + 1 ) 
matrix operator Ah defined in (3.6), the following sharp estimations for the unknown to: 
Theorem 5.4. Under the assumptions of Theorems 3.1 and 5.1, the linear system of Eqs. (3.4) has 
a unique solution f~ and it holds 
max l# - / t j l  ~< h2[ll llc' tiJ + IBI], 
I<<.j<~N J 
I~ -- tOI <~ ~2h3111]~11c4.~[I] q- Igl], 
where ~] and c~2 are given positive constants independent of h. 
Theorem 5.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.2, the linear system of Eqs. (3.4) has a unique 
solution fL and it holds 
max I/~j - #jl ~< ~3h2lloghllll~llc3tz], 
1 <~j<~N 
I~ - to[ <~ ~4h3llog hllll~llc3t,], 
where c~3 and ~4 are given positive constants independent of h. 
6. Numerical results 
We present here the results of some numerical experiments o illustrate the theoretical error anal- 
ysis outlined in Sections 4 and 5. The results have been compared with the methods of solution de- 
scribed in [14-16]. As test examples, we considered here the exterior Dirichlet problem for Laplace's 
equation when 
(i) £2 is a unit circle with 80 : y=y( t )=(cost ,  sint), 0~<t~<21t, and the right-hand side (y,B) 
of (2.3) is chosen to be (~,,B)=(cost, 1). 
(ii) £2 is an ellipse with 8f2 : y=y( t )=(cost ,  esint), 0~<t~<2~z, 0 < e<~l, and the right-hand 
side (7,B) of (2.3) is chosen to be (~,B)=(1, 1). 
For the case of unit circle and (7,B) = (cos t, 1), we can show that the exact solution of (2.3) is 
given by 
1 
/~(t) = ~-~(1 - 2cost), to = 0. 
For the case of an ellipse and (y,B) -- (1,1), we can show that the exact solution of (2.3) is 
given by 
p(t) = ~ (sin 2 t + e 2 cos 2 t)-  1/2, to = log 1 +___re _ 1. 
2 
All computer programs for the test problems have been written in Fortran 77 and were run on 
the IBM-4381 of the Sultan Qaboos University Oman using double precision. 
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For the unit circle, Tables 1 and 2 reveal the computed values (/~, 03) of (3.4) as well as the exact 
values (p, co) of (2.3) for both the methods described here and that of [14], respectively. Because 
of the symmetry of the solution, we indicated in Tables 1 and 2 the solution of/~ and p only at 
l 1 3 ¼rt and r~. In both tables, we indicated the effect of increasing the number N of grid t=0,  ~,  ~,  
points. Table 3 reveals the relative maximum error II -#ll /ll#ll  and the absolute maximum error 
IO5- c°l for the different number of grind points N. Table 3 indicates also the CPU time required to 
compute both (fi, o5) and (#, co) at all grid points for each N. 
Table 1 
The method described in this paper 
N fi(0) fi(n/4) fi(~/2) fi(3n/4) fi(n) 03 
8 -0.1577 -0.0649 0.1592 0.3832 0.4760 0 .0E-14  
16 -0.1590 -0.0658 0.1592 0.3841 0.4773 0.0E - 14 
24 -0.1591 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4774 0.0E - 14 
32 -0.1591 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4775 0 .0E-14  
40 -0.1592 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4775 0 .0E-14  
64 -0.1592 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4775 0 .0E-14  
Exact -0.1592 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4775 0.0 
Table 2 
The method described in [14] 
N ~(0)  ~(~/4) ~(~12) ~(3~/4) ~(~) 
8 -0.1700 -0.0597 0.1592 0.3781 0.4883 0.0007 
16 -0.1618 -0.0678 0.1592 0.3861 0.4802 0.0005 
24 -0.1603 -0.0652 0.1592 0.3835 0.4786 0.0004 
32 -0.1597 -0.0663 0.1592 0.3846 0.4780 0.0003 
40 -0.1595 -0.0656 0.1592 0.3839 0.4778 0.0003 
64 -0.1592 -0.0660 0.1592 0.3843 0.4775 0.0002 
Exact -0.1592 -0.0659 0.1592 0.3842 0.4775 0.0 
Table 3 
The method described in this paper 
N CPU time (s) IIg - #11~/11#11~ los - o~l 
8 0.02 3.16E - 03 8.33E - 17 
16 0.04 3.92E - 04 2.69E - 17 
24 0.07 1.12E - 04 3.47E - 16 
32 0.13 4.89E - 05 5.27E - 16 
40 0.24 2.50E - 05 5.97E - 16 
64 0.68 6.11E - 06 8.60E - 16 
128 4.99 7.64E - 07 1.75E - 15 
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Table 5 
N =40 
Table 4 
The method described in this paper, N = 40 
1.0 6 .283185E-14  0 .0E-15  
0.9 5.654876E - 14 0.0E - 15 
0.8 5.025548E - 15 1.0E - 14 
0.7 4.398230E - 14 0.0E - 15 
0.6 3.769911E - 14 0.0E - 15 
0.5 3.141593E - 14 0.0E - 15 
0.4 2 .513274E-14  0.0E - 15 
0.3 1.884956E - 14 4.4E - 13 
0.2 1 .256637E-14  2.2E - 09 
0.1 6.283185E - 15 8.2E - 06 
e co* (Galerkin [16]) o5 (Collocation) 
[this paper] 
m=0 m=l  m=l  m=2 
(Ql) (Q,)  (Q2) (Q2) 
1.0 -0.9997915450778 -0.9995830029395 -1.0000001048117 -1.0000000919 -1.0000000000000 
0.9 -1.0510848394653 -1.0508762973270 -1.0512933991992 -1.0512933860 -1.0512932943876 
0.8 -1.1051520607356 -1.1049435185973 -1.1053606204695 -1.1053606075 -1.1053605156578 
0.7 -1.1623104745756 -1.1621019324373 -1.1625190343094 -1.1625190214 -1.1625189294978 
0.6 -1.2229350963920 -1.0508762973270 -1.0512933991992 -1.2231436432 -1.0512932943876 
0.5 -1.2874736175296 -1.2872650753913 -1.2876821772634 -1.2876821643 -1.2876820724518 
0.4 -1.3564664890165 -1.3562579468782 -1.3566750487504 -1.3566750358 -1.3566749439387 
0.3 -1.4305744611707 -1.4303659190324 -1.4307830209046 -1.4307830080 -1.4307829160929 
0.2 -1.5016171711047 -1.5104086289664 -1.5108257308386 -1.5108257179 -1.5108256260269 
0.1 -1.5976367117306 -1.5974281695923 -1.5978452714644 -1.5978452585 -1.5978845166528 
For the case of an ellipse with eccentricity e (0 < e ~< 1 ), Table 4 reveals, for the method described 
in this paper, the relative maximum error tt/~- 11 /11 11  and the absolute maximum error ]r~- co I 
for N = 40 and e = 1.0, 0.9,. . . ,  0.1. 
For the purpose of comparison, the method of [16] was applied to the present problem. In [16], 
it has been proved that the Galerkin method with finite element as trial functions leads to an 
optimal order of convergence when applied to (2.3). The basis of the finite element function has 
been approximated by a piecewise spline polynomial of degree m. For the numerical computations, 
we restricted ourselves here to the case of approximating the finite element function with piecewise 
constant function (m = 0), piecewise linear function (m = 1 ), and piecewise quadratic function (m = 2). 
Hereby the integrals involved have been approximated by appropriate quadrature formula (Q), see 
[16]. For the case of m=0,  the one-point formula (Q1) has been used to approximate both the double 
integrals over the kernel and the single integral over the right-hand side of (2.3). For m = 1, the 
single and double integrals involved have been approximated once with the one-point formula (Ql), 
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1
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1
0
 -1
4
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6
4
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5
6
9
2
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 1
0
 -1
4
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0
0
0
0
4
4
5
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1
0
 -0
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2
.2
6
0
9
0
8
7
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3
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1
0
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.1
6
5
8
9
7
1
7
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1
0
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Table 7 
Numerical results for ~t(t) and co for the unit circle 
351 
Method N = 39 
t=0 
t = n/4 
t = n/2 
t = 3rc/4 
t - -~  
fO 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m = 0 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 1 point formula (Q1) 
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m = 0 1 point formula (Ql) 
m = 1 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m = 0 1 point formula (Q1) 
m = 1 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m = 0 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 1 point formula (Q1) 
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m = 0 1 point formula (Q1) 
m = 1 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
Exact 
C.M. [this paper] 
G.C.M. [16] 
m ----- 0 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 1 point formula (Ql)  
m = 1 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
m = 2 3+9 point formula (Q2) 
-0.159154943092 
-0.159142980010 
-0.158799437608 
-0.160435517650 
-0.159811081819 
-0.159154867179 
-0.065924135947 
-0.065915676771 
-0.065672755609 
-0.066829638901 
-0.066388096091 
-0.065924082269 
0.159154943092 
0.159154943092 
0.159154943092 
0.159154943092 
0.159154943092 
0.159154943092 
0.384234022131 
0.384225562955 
0.383982641792 
0.385139525085 
0.384697982274 
0.384233968452 
0.477464829276 
0.477452866194 
0.477109323791 
0.478745403834 
0.478120968003 
0.477464753362 
0.0 
0.5162615902 x 10 -16 
-0.000208454851 
-0.000416997071 
-0.000000104801 
-0.000000091928 
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and once with the three-and nine-point formula (Q2) respectively. For m=2,  the single and double 
integrals have been approximated only with the three- and nine-point formula (Q2) respectively. The 
numerical integrations have been chosen such that polynomials up to a certain order are integrated 
exactly. For the case of  an ellipse with eccentricity e (0 < e ~< 1), both the methods presented here 
and the method of  [16] yield an agreement of  the numerical solution fi(t) with the exact solution 
/~(t) upto 15-16 digits. The high accuracy in the solution of  V(t) in this example is due to some 
symmetric properties, analytic simplification of  the kernel as well as due to the extremely smooth 
nature of  the right-hand side (7,B) = (1, 1) of  (2.3). On the other hand, the error of  the method is 
visible in the computation of  o.  Obviously, the accuracy of  09 depends on the eccentricity e. Tables 
5 and 6 reveal for different values of  eccentricities e the accuracy of  co. 
To see the effect of  the nonconstant right-hand side (~,B) on the solution/~(t), we again consider 
the case of  the unit circle with the non-constant right-hand side (y,B) = (cos t, 1 ). Table 7 illustrates 
the results obtained by the collocation method (C.M.) described in this paper and the Galerkin- 
Collocation method (G.C.M.) described in [16]. Since the exact and the computed results of /~(t)  
for t = O, ~ 1 rt, ~rr,...,2rt are symmetric, i.e. 
=  (2rt), (3 )  = (9  = = 
we give only the numerical results for p(t )at  t = 0, ~ 1 3 art, irt, ~rt, rt, in Table 7. 
As a final remark, it has been observed that the collocation method presented in this paper retains 
with minimal cost a very high accuracy and very good agreement with the exact solution. For the 
method of [16], the accuracy of  the numerical results depends on two parameters, the mesh size 
h and the degree of  elements m. High accuracy could be retained, if the degree m of  the spline 
polynomial has been chosen high enough. 
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